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The subject of the research is the legal nature of the digital profile of a citizen, as well as a set of legal norms regulating digital profiling relations in Russia. The comparative method, the method of system analysis, as well as the method of legal modeling are used in the article. The purpose of the article is to confirm or disprove the hypothesis that legal regulation is not the only mechanism for regulating relations in the field of digital profiling. The main results, scope of application. The article studies the phenomenon of digital profile, the main approaches to the digital profiling as well as the circumstances that have caused the state’s interest in digital profiling. The creation and operation of a digital profile should be aimed at achieving the goal set out in the legislation. The digital profile is a set of relevant, reliable information about individuals and legal entities formed in the unified identification and authentication system or other information systems of state and local government authorities. The formation of a digital profile is carried out in order to provide data to authorities, legal entities and persons who have requested access to this information through the digital profile infrastructure. The analysis of the Russian legal regulation of relations in the field of digital profiling is presented, the problems of enforcement practice are identified. The analysis revealed the main differences between the digital profile and related categories, including social scoring, the unified population register and others. The comparison of a digital profile with a digital avatar and a digital character was carried out. It is extremely important to pay close attention to the problems of digital profiling both at the level of fundamental and applied scientific research. At the state level, it is important to strategically determine what a digital profile is, as well as formulate the main directions of the digital profiling development, challenges and risks. The importance of the development of digital profiling for unified system of public authorities in the Russian Federation is outlined.

Conclusions. The analysis of the emerging practice of digital profiling in contemporary society shows that legal regulation does not always allow us to keep up with the rapidly developing relations in this area. The possibility of using other mechanisms should be considered. The use of mechanisms of regulatory experiments can also be considered as special mechanisms for regulating relations in the field of digital profiling. The goal of the research has been achieved, the legal nature of the digital profile has been revealed, approaches to regulating this phenomenon in the conditions of digital transformation have been proposed.

** The article was prepared within the framework of the state task no. 0136-2021-0042 “Legal regulation of the digital economy, artificial intelligence, information security”.

1. Introduction

Digital profiling is the process of collecting and analyzing data on individuals or legal entities, including data on the Internet. Digital profiles make a significant aspect of human life today, and this significance affects one’s personalization in their social life and self-actualization in ever more aspects of personal and professional life. M. Hildebrandt notes the importance of digital profiling in today’s world and mentions that “both corporate and global governance seem to demand increasingly sophisticated means for identification... citizens are screened, located, detected and their data stored, aggregated and analysed. Potential customers are profiled to detect their habits and preferences in order to provide for targeted services.” [1] Generation and use of digital profiles becomes integral to digitalization and use of the ever emerging breakthrough digital technologies in the practices of public authorities [2, p. 27; 3, pp. 77-78; 4, pp. 45-46]. Thus, customer digital profiles constitute, along with the Remote ID Platform (the Unified Biometric System), the Faster Payments System, and the Marketplace Platform, a core infrastructure project based on digital technologies that the Bank of Russia imposes severe security requirements on1.

COVID-19 has been a booster to digital profiling [5-8]. As remote services developed, digital profiling gained traction in commercial applications and public administration alike, as people had to create a multitude of accounts, digital avatars, characters, and profiles. Collection and processing of massive amounts of Internet users’ personal data facilitated the creation of special digital profiling systems and other personal data collection and processing systems. Active adoption of digital tech [9] including AI [10-14] helped advance digital profiling, too.

Relations that emerge in digital profiling tend to develop chaotically, which alarms the society and gives rise to concern regarding possible violation of human rights and freedoms pertaining to personal data processing [15, p. 73-75]. Thus, some ordering needs to be applied. Today, it is crucial to define what the digital profile is, find out what regulatory mechanisms applicable to digital modeling could be used by the state and the public to effectively adopt and use digital profiling.

2. Digital Profile: Concept and Legal Regulation

Today’s law enforcement and legal science, unfortunately, lack a single definition of digital profile. One of the more common definitions of digital profile, which is used by public authorities that handle such profiles, is presented in the bill On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts (Regarding Clarification of Identification and Authentication Procedures). Digital profile is defined therein as “collection of data on individuals or legal entities contained in the data systems operated by public authorities and organizations vested with certain public powers under Federal Laws, as well as in the Unified Identification and Authentication System (ESIA).”2

Unfortunately, this definition fails to reflect the purpose of collecting such data or to present qualitative characteristics thereof. In fact, this definition implies that any such data on individuals or legal entities stored in such systems constitutes a digital profile. It seems that only specific systems can generate a digital profile and need to be borne in mind within the framework of defining the digital profile. Data collection and processing may only pursue a legitimate goal. Accuracy and up-to-dateness of data in the digital profile need to be mentioned as well.

Federal executive authorities use a different definition. Thus, Guidelines of the Ministry of Digital Development, Communications, and Mass Media (Mincomsvyaz) of April 2, 2021, titled Digital Profile
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Infrastructure: Scenarios of Use. Ver. 1.2 define the digital profile as a set of digital records on a citizen as found in the information systems of public authorities and organizations. A similar definition is set forth in Digital Profile Concept and Architecture — ESIA 2.0, a document developed by Minkomsvyaz and the Bank of Russia as part of the Information Infrastructure Plan under the program Digital Economy of the Russian Federation.

This definition is used in textbooks as well [16, p. 41]. However, it is not without flaw either, as it links the digital profile exclusively to the information systems operated by public authorities and organizations. Beside, it uses another concept, “digital record”, which is not defined. In these Guidelines, the concept of digital profile does not apply to legal persons, so it would better worded as “digital profile of an individual”.

Digital Profile Infrastructure: Scenarios of Use sets forth that “one of the functions of the Digital Profile is to provide an individual’s data contained in the ESIA and in other public information systems connected to the ESIA by the Unified System of Interdepartmental Electronic Interaction (SMEV), upon said individual’s consent and to their best interests, e.g., to a bank as part of application for a loan, and that the digital profile builds upon:

- individual’s up-to-date, verified data found in the ESIA and other public information systems connected thereto;
- a distributed data structure that contains links to data generated upon queries submitted to the corresponding state registers;
- an ability to manage the individual’s digital consents to the processing of their personal data retrievable from their digital profile, to which end a consent management service (the Consent Platform) must be in place. It is implied that in this case, the use of the Unified Identification and Authentication System is optimal for the Russian Federation. To date, the Ministry of Digital Development has even adopted the updated ESIA Guidelines that have been amended to take into account the updated digital profiling functionality. However, its definition that says that “digital profile data are generated in, and provided by, the information systems of public authorities and organizations” is apparently incomplete and inaccurate. Such data can be aggregated from any information systems operated by public authorities and local self-governments as well as by any SMEV-connected subordinate organizations thereof. It is these currently functioning information systems as well as any systems that should potentially be established under the single Public Government System enshrined in Russia’s Constitution that must become the foundation for creating a digital profile institution in the Russian Federation. For instance, banks are actively joining the system today. According to the Letter of the Bank of Russia dated August 31, 2020 No. 35-3-3-2/213, “11 banks have already been connected to the Digital Profile, 8 more are preparing to join it down the line and are currently testing their respective infrastructures. The list of Digital Profile member organizations is to expand.”

Scientific literature does not offer a single definition of digital profile either. Thus, A.K. Zharova concludes that “a digital profile is a complex multi-tiered system created by the analysis of data found in all information systems and communication networks.” [17, pp. 55-61] Some authors define the digital profile as a “person’s metaprofile that contains links to legally significant records of that person in other public electronic registers.” [18, pp. 22-23]

Analysis of legal regulations applicable to


digital profiling and of the emerging related law enforcement practices concludes that the digital profile is a set of up-to-date, accurate data and other information about individuals and legal entities found in the ESIA or other information systems of state and local government bodies, as well as organizations subordinate to them that interact with it through the SMEV in order to provide such data upon data owners’ consent to subjects who have requested access to this information through the Digital Profile infrastructure.

A digital profile must always have a purpose (or several purposes), for which it is made and operated, that is, to allow actors to use the Digital Profile infrastructure to request individuals’ or legal entities’ consent to access their data, whereby the purposes of such data collection shall be set forth in law and by organizations or even individuals, including purpose statement by virtue of various agreements that are consistent with the applicable law. Paragraph 8, Subclause 3а of the Regulations on the Experiment Towards Better Quality and Coherence of Data in Public Information Systems as approved by the Government Decree No. 710 dd. June 3, 2019 state explicitly that the Digital Profile provides for “individuals’ ability to monitor and manage organizations’ access to their data contained in the ESIA and in public or municipal information systems.”

3. **Digital Profile and Related Concepts**

Digital profile is still an unstable concept in terms of how authorities, economic and social environments use it. In many ways, this is attributable to the fact that there are related concepts that individuals and the state need to deal with.

Today, digital profile is based on a particular dataset of individuals, as are some other systems. Those primarily include the Unified Population Register, the Unified Biometric System, and social scoring systems.

The digital profile mainly functions to provide an individual’s data as requested by a public authority or an organization; social scoring, on the other hand, evaluates and differentiates subjects (customers, workers, passengers, etc.) involved in Internet relations on the basis of their social parameters and characteristics derived by the analysis of such persons’ activity on the Internet and social media, which helps predict their behavior. This system mostly uses specialized AI-based software [19, p. 96; 20, pp. 41-44].

As social scoring is designed to evaluate a person’s social characteristics, it is intended to predict their behavior by analyzing their social media presence and collecting data on what they browse on the Internet, what search queries they make, and what they buy. Social scoring uses such data as gender, age, residence, job, how long a person has work for the same company, etc. As a result, they are categorized, e.g., as whether being a potential customer, a potential buyer of goods of a specific class, etc. A customer can be assigned a rank, written as an integer and reflecting the trust and attention a business should place with them. Active use of “such source of information as a social medium helps derive an objective long-term assessment of a customer and their behavior regardless of their specific momentary intentions.” [21]

Social scoring and digital profile data can even contain results of processing CCTV footage [22, 23, pp. 58-65] and further recognition [24, pp. 4-8]. Many profiles are based on digital trace that Internet users leave when visiting websites [25, pp. 37-40].

China’s Social Credit System, which is designed to evaluate each citizen’s credibility and trustworthiness, is one of today’s most successful yet most controversial government-run scoring systems. Officially, it all started as far back as in 2007. The system is regulated by the Social Credit System Planning Outline (2014-2020) as adopted by the State Council on June 27, 2014, as well as by the State Council Guiding Opinions concerning Establishing and Perfecting Incentives for Promise-keeping and Joint Punishment Systems for Trust-
Breaking, and Accelerating the Construction of Social Sincerity (adopted by the State Council on June 12, 2016). By the design of this System, every resident of China should by 2020 be present in the National Database that collects fiscal and governmental data including minor violations of traffic, and converts all such data into a single score, which becomes part of the person’s profile; country-wide ranking is applied. China’s new Civil Code entered into force on January 1, 2021 (adopted at the Third Session of the 13th National People’s Congress on May 28, 2020), which officially and legally enshrines the new “social credit system”.

China has implemented and continues to operate its Social Credit System https://www.creditchina.gov.cn/, which in fact serves as the official government database for credit scoring of individuals and organizations. “Scoring is based on four key criteria: integrity in public affairs, good business practices, social behavior, and judicial history. AAA corresponds to a score of 1050 and constitutes the highest possible rating, followed by AA at 1000 points, B, C, and then D, the lowest possible rating at 599 points. D-rated persons have limited opportunities and even rights, as they may no longer move freely across the country, have difficulties with employment, and can even compromise the scores of their better-credited fellow citizens simply by virtue of communication. Thus, low-score people experience social isolation [26, p. 314]. A similar system is in place for legal entities: companies are rated for their environmental and legal compliance. Working conditions and occupational safety as well as financial accounts are subject to evaluation as well.

According to the new requirements valid since 2021, China’s “new Code sets forth scoring points for participation in charitable activities, caring for elderly family members, good relations with neighbors, aiding the poor, blood donations, posting on social media in support of the government, a good credit history, any heroic deeds, etc. Score can be reduced for traffic violations, protesting against the government or anti-government post on social media, unsatisfactory assistance to elderly parents, spreading rumors and fakes on the Internet, insincere apologies for offences, participation in sectarian activities, cheating in online games, etc.” Social crediting criteria are subject to change. For instance, in March 2020, citizens infected with the novel coronavirus and hiding the fact of such infection were fined by lowering their socials core.

Provinces also develop their social credit frameworks on top of the national one. Thus, Shandong has recently adopted its Foundations for the Construction of Social Credit System in Shandong Province in 2021. Tianjin, Guangdong, and Gansu have adopted similar documents.

Unlike social scoring, the Unified Population Register and the Unified Biometric System are more similar to digital profiling. Pursuant to Art. 2 of the Federal Law No. 168-FZ dd. June 8, 2020 On the Unified Federal Information Register of the Russian Federation’s Residents, the Federal Register is a “set of data on the Russian Federation’s residents collected under this Federal Law from data on Russian citizens, aliens, and stateless persons listed in Cl. 6.2 of the Federal Law On the Unified Federal Information Register of the Russian Federation’s Residents, which data is found in state information systems operated by the public authorities and administrations of public non-budgetary funds of the Russian Federation.

The purpose of creating and maintaining this Federal Register is to have a system of up-to-date and accurate data on the Russian Federation’s demographic [27, pp. 28-31]. Thus, unlike digital profiling that collects data on individuals and legal entities to provide such data to other parties, including (and mainly) for commercial purposes, data in the Federal Register is processed mainly for the purposes of e-government. Within the
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framework of the Unified State Cloud Platform, potential merger of all citizen identification and data systems into one is becoming subject to ever more active discussion [3, p. 183; 28, pp. 26-30].

Russia operates its special Unified Biometric System that processes biometric personal data. Federal Law on Information, Information Technology, and Information Security defines this system as a single personal data system that processes, collects, and stores biometric personal data, verifies such data, and reports on whether and to which degree such data matches the provided personal biometric data of individuals. Unlike the ESIA, which serves as the foundation of the digital profile, the UBS generates people’s biometric profiles. Thus, it can be seen as a special system that generates, among other things, a special biometric digital profile.

With respect to the personalization of this or that subject, the concept of digital profile is often compared to such concepts as digital twin, digital character, or digital avatar. These concepts are, to a certain extent, synonymous with the digital profile in the sense of their common purpose, which is to create a digital copy of a real natural or legal person or an object, e.g., a settlement, an island, or a river, as they function in a digital environment. This is why it is crucial to distinguish between these concepts today.

Digital twin is most often considered an umbrella term for digital character and digital profile. Digital profile is always an exact copy (a visual copy, in the sense that it fully matches personal data and displays actual actions and deeds of a person). A digital character is a visual “reincarnation” of a natural or legal person that takes form of an image created to serve a specific purpose. Digital character is gradually becoming synonymous with digital avatar. The latter was originally considered as a graphical illustration of a user or group of users, including individuals and/or legal entities. An avatar often has a 2D format, that of a personal symbol on a forum or a web service; it can also have a 3D format when used in games, virtual states, or specially created miscellaneous virtual spaces (worlds, metaverses, etc.). Today, a digital avatar mainly pertains to a personality bound to a nickname on the screen or a user descriptor on the Internet. Digital avatars are much closer to digital profiles than digital characters, as they often imply non-anonymous functioning of the avatar-represented users. A character always implies abandonment of one’s own image or real data, and making it a policy to exaggerate one’s abilities. Like profiles, avatars of today mainly exist to enable their users to use the opportunities and benefits of the digital environment, including property-related benefits; for instance, digital avatars and profiles often get access to discounts, and some companies are founded to work exclusively with digital avatars.

A person’s digital avatar or character on social media or other platforms and the actual person behind it are often two different entities or hypostases. And yet, a digital profile needs to be associated with a specific person to avoid confusion among others. The image a digital character projects tends to drastically differ from the actual state of affairs, and other users need to be informed immediately that such difference could exist. We believe law should clearly require to inform other persons of such discrepancies so that they be aware of the fictional nature of the character, except, of course, cases of special anonymized systems, where users are informed by virtue of signing the end-user agreement that the data provided by system users is a matter of fiction. We also believe a digital profile should always be clearly linked to a specific person.

4. Digital Profiling and Regulatory Mechanisms

Analysis of the emerging practices of digital profiling today shows that legal regulations tend to lag behind the rapid advancements in the area. Other mechanisms need to be considered. Regulatory experiments could be considered in application to digital profiling and its associated relations [29, 30]. In this case, we can speak of legal regulation of experiments and on the possible experimental legal frameworks applicable to digital innovation and adoptable under the special Federal Law No. 258-FZ dd. July 31, 2020 On Experimental Legal Frameworks Applicable to Digital Innovations in the Russian Federation.

Thus, pursuant to the Government Decree No. 710 dd. June 3, 2019, an experiment for better quality and coherence of data in government databases is taking place from July 1, 2019 till December 31, 2021. The purpose of the experiment is to “ensure the quality and coherence of data contained in government databases involved in the experiment, in the scope defined for such experiment, by creating and testing an infrastructure as part of the Unified System for Identification and Authentication in the Infrastructure for Communication of E-Government Systems (ESIA); this newly created infrastructure shall provide citizens with access to data and documents accessible to public authorities and local self-governments and used to provide e-government services, perform public and municipal functions, as well as to data generated by the rendition of such services and contained in public and municipal information systems; it shall also provide organizations with access to individuals’ data they might need, including access initiated and consented by such individuals (‘Digital Profile infrastructure’).”

The objectives are first and foremost “to develop Digital Profile infrastructure with multiple functions such as storage of individuals’ data in the ESIA, access to required personal data as consented by their owners, and testing the functionality of this infrastructure.”

This experiment will help find out whether Russian law needs amendment to develop and implement such infrastructure. With this in mind, we can also assume this experiment constitutes a regulatory mechanism that affects such infrastructure and may influence, among other things, further development of the legislation. In fact, experimental testing of the system involves multiple methods, techniques, and means for optimizing the advancement of legal and other regulators applicable to digital profiling.

We believe that this mechanism is what will enable further regulation of the mechanisms of digital profiling and its social functions. Thus, April 2, 2021 Russia’s Ministry of Digital Development, Communications, and Mass Media has adopted its Guidelines Digital Profile Infrastructure: Scenarios of Use. Ver. 1.2 pursuant to the Government Decree No. 710 dd. June 3, 2019 On the Experiment Towards Better Quality and Coherence of Data in Government Databases. This document outlines the basic scenarios of use for the Digital Profile infrastructure: requesting users’ consent to access their data; retrieval of Digital Profile-stored register data by the information systems of the experiment participants; notifying such participants on changes in the Digital Profile-stored registers.

Experimental and other special legal frameworks do indeed help test the effectiveness of this or that novel institute, as showcased by international practices. However, according to special studies into their functional effectiveness, “the existing special and distinct legal frameworks existing in Russia today do not focus on evaluating the risks of using advanced technology, identifying and addressing the existing legal constraints the hinder the advancement of such technology, or creating novel legal regulations regarding such advancement.”

Ethics, including the issues of the possibility and limits of ethical regulation, remains subject to much discussion in the context of regulaturing digital profiling. Many believe that technological sectors are more likely to recognize and understand ethical rather than legal standards. Data ethics is a key aspect of digital transformation ethics. “Setting the boundaries of ethical access to data is a complex issue that affects various stakeholders: individuals,
governments, corporations, public institutions, etc.; as such, it calls for a comprehensive solution. Novel technologies and methods for the collection, storage, analysis, and use of data are ever more likely to leave developers, researchers, and managers puzzled over whether use of data in this or that situation is allowable or not, legal or risky, effective or not.” [33, p. 9]

Indeed, ethical standards are adopted, implemented, and come into use faster in data industries. However, in this case the government is losing its organizational role in control over relations pertaining to the use of citizens’ data, something it should not be allowed to lose. One possible resolution would consist in governmental initiation of ethical regulation as well as in delimitating the regulated aspects. Some issues, e.g., AI-related ones, should be government-controlled [5, 6, 13].

Governments of states and non-governmental organizations as well as international organizations have already proposed certain principles, frameworks, and recommendations regarding ethics and data management. They first of all concern the wording of recommendatory principles for parties using or processing big data. These principles conventionally include the legality and respect for the interests of all parties; respect for values and culture; risk management; well-being and security; accountability; transparency; ethical use of data. Analysis of these principles highlights the fact that the world uses standard approaches to systematizing them. They rather differ from application to application within frameworks of digital profiling and social scoring.

Challenges of ethical regulation of data collection and processing give rise to many more issues facing today’s societies and governments: unconsented collection of data, confidentiality of personal data, inherent bias, risk of profiling and discrimination, and non-transparency of some Al-made decisions resulting from data processing. Another important concern is that of reputational risks associated with the society’s fear that corporations use consumer data in bad faith to gain insight into consumer profiles as well as unfair competitive digital advantage.

Notably, digital profiling relies on artificial intelligence [6, pp. 81-90], which is not necessarily concerned with today’s democratic values in the process of data collection and processing.

Today, most researchers studying the regulation of digital relations note a need to use a comprehensive framework of regulators including legal, ethical, technical, and self-regulation [3]. We believe digital profiling should prioritize legal regulations today. Yet, legal frameworks including Acts of the Government of the Russian Federation may indeed enshrine the ethical principles and standards derived from documents of international organizations as well as from recommendations of industrial experts. Rules may also contain recommendations on their use by non-governmental legal entities, sole entrepreneurs, or individuals that create or use digital profiles. We believe this approach will help prevent the emergence of multiple ethical codes and regulations in public and private sector whilst not being redundant.

Ethical standards have traditionally been an important foundation and precursor for future self-regulation in this or that sector. Self-regulation can potentially serve as a mechanism for regulation of data collection and processing as part of digital profiling. We can see it emerge in Russia. Thus, the Institute of Internet Development (IID) and the Big Data Association (BDA) adopted their Data Ethics Code in 2019; the Code builds upon the principles and provisions found in Russian and international law15. It is a set of principles of professional ethics applicable to digital data, industrial standards of professional and ethical conduct that the Code participants, acting reasonably and in good faith, recognize voluntarily and undertake to comply with.

“The Code is intended to lay the foundations for self-regulation of market actors and their relations with individuals, legal entities, the government, and each other. Self-regulation of data processing and use represents the market actors’ social responsibility founded upon the standards of business ethics.” [3, p. 132] The White Paper, which generalizes examples of local regulations, resolutions, and actions of the Code-recognizing parties, constitutes a

crucial part of the document. The Code seems to be an important component of the development of self-regulation in digital profiling. In many ways, it might one day lay the foundations for associations in the use of digital data, and will be cited or referred to in other ethical codes and legal regulations [3, p. 132].

5. Conclusions
A digital profile may contain personal data, personal and family secrets including information on personal traits, behavior, activities and actions, memberships and social status, connections and interactions. The scope of digital profiling keeps expanding. Whilst it initially served marketing and advertising purposes, it is now used in security measures at all levels, in public administration and justice, in employment and in the work of e-government. In the context of coronavirus and social distancing, digital profiling has become integral to most information relations at distance, which imply individualization of subject space and the need to identify and authenticate persons, which is why digital profiling keeps developing and is reaching a whole new level today.

In this regard, it becomes critical to duly focus on the challenges of digital profiling in basic and applied research alike. For the government, it is important to strategically determine what constitutes a digital profile, the focus areas of the development of digital profiling, challenges and risks, as well as the importance of the development of profiling within the framework of the emerging unified system of public authorities.
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